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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a param etric study of the thermal and hydrologic characteristics of 
the fractured porous tuffs at Yucca Mountain, Nevada was conducted. The effects of 
different fracture and matrix properties including permeability, thermal conductivity, 
specific heat, porosity, and tortuosity on heat pipe performance in the vicinity of the 
waste package were observed. Computer simulations were carried out using TOUGH 
code on a Cray YMP-2 supercomputer.
None of the fracture parameters affected the heat pipe performance except the 
mobility of the liquid in the fracture. Matrix permeability and thermal conductivity 
were found to have significant effect on the heat pipe performance. The effect of mass 
injection was studied for liquid water and air injected a t the fracture boundary. A 
high rate of mass injection was required to produce any effect on the heat pipe. The 
fracture-matrix equilibrium is influenced by the m atrix permeability and the matrix 
therm al conductivity.
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NOMENCLATURE
A area, m 2
Cp . specific heat at constant pressure, Jjkg °C
D v a  ■ binary diffusion coefficient, m 2/s
D °va binary diffusion coefficient at standard conditions, m 2/.
Pa * 9 mass flux of air in gas phase, kg/s
Ft|° mass flux of air in liquid phase, kg/s
p w
9 mass flux of water in gas phase, kg/s
F}U . mass flux of water in liquid phase, kg/s
9 gravitational acceleration vector, m /s 2
k j . absolute fracture permeability, m 2
km absolute m atrix permeability, m 2
krl liquid relative permeability
kTg gas relative permeability
K therm al conductivity, W /m  °C
I<dr ■ dry therm al conductivity, W /m  °C
K we saturated therm al conductivity, W /m  °C
M w mass of water per unit volume
M a .. mass of air per unit volume
Nu .. Nusselt number
P9 .. gas pressure, Pa
Pi •• liquid pressure, Pa
Pv .. vapor partial pressure, Pa
capillary pressure, Pa
mass flux due to air, kg/s
mass flux due to water, kg/s
total heat flow through overall section, W
total heat flow through fracture, W
total heat flow through matrix, W
total heat conducted, W
total heat convected, W
sensitivity, %
liquid saturation
gas saturation
fracture liquid saturation
m atrix liquid saturation
irreducible fracture liquid saturation
irreducible m atrix liquid saturation
scaled liquid saturation
time, s
tem perature, °C 
volume, m3
liquid velocity at bore hole wall, m /s 
air velocity at bore hole wall, m /s 
distance, m 
mass fraction
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liquid
m atrix
vapor
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dry
wet
conduction
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a . . .  air
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S.Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the feasibility of constructing and 
operating a high level nuclear waste repository in tuffaceous rocks occuring in the unsat­
urated zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The thick tuff formations at Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada are located above the water table in partially saturated rock. The proposed repos­
itory is approximately 300 meters below the ground level and 150 meters above the water 
table in the Topopah Springs unit of the Yucca Mountain tuffs.
Site characterization involves the determination of the movement of the water through 
the rock. If a thermal source is introduced, a thermally driven flow will be established. 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine parametrically those factors that influence this 
thermally driven flow in a fractured volcanic tuff.
A heat pipe is a highly efficient way of transfering thermal energy over a relatively short 
distance. The basic ingredients of a heat pipe are (i) a volatile fluid and (ii) a mechanism 
by which the liquid and the gas phases can flow in opposite directions. The phenomenon of 
a heat pipe is characterized by liquid-vapor counterflow and the multi-phase regions.
2Heat pipes are being widely applied in engineered heat transfer systems. This heat pipe 
phenomenon is also important in high level nuclear waste disposal in a repository. The 
emplacement of a strong heat source, such as a high level waste package, in a partially 
saturated permeable medium can give rise to the development of a heat pipe. Favorable 
conditions for the development of a heat pipe occur in a fractured medium with large 
fracture permeability and strong capillary effects in the rock matrix. The fracture provides 
a path for the movement of vapor away from the heat source. The vapor is condensed and 
the condensate is drawn through the rock matrix by capillary effects. Liquid condensate 
may also flow back towards the heat source through the fracture by gravitational force. The 
effective thermal conductivity of the rock will be very high due to the existence of a heat 
pipe.
The existence and the extent of the heat pipe is highly significant on the performance 
of the repository. The strength and the size of the heat pipe controls the temperature at 
the bore hole wall. If the heat pipe region extends to the heat source, the two phase region 
will also be extended to the canister. This will cause moisture to come into the vicinity of 
the container. This may eventually lead to the corrosion and the loss of integrity of the 
container. It also results in additional mass transport and therefore provides a pathway for 
contaminant transport.
Mathematical modeling of the heat pipe involves the transport modeling of the water 
and heat. In this study, the type of heat and mass transfer resulting from the emplacement 
of nuclear waste canisters in a repository is studied in detail. The length of the heat pipe 
region, the point of condensation and the relative significance of convective heat transfer 
over conductive transfer or vice versa are examined in detail.
The heat pipe effect depends on a variety of matrix and fracture properties and fluid 
properties. In this study, the fluid properties are assumed to be constant. Properties such as 
permeability, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and porosity of both matrix and fracture 
may be significant, but the effect of these parameters has to be explored fully. All these 
properties may change the point of condensation and the extent of the heat pipe region 
in a fractured medium. Many simulations were carried out using the TOUGH code for a 
range of values for the above properties to understand their exact influence on the heat 
pipe. These properties are tested for a wide range of values and the significance of each 
property on the performance of heat pipe is examined. The property values at which the 
heat pipe effect becomes the most predominant are thus determined.
The effect of mass injection on the heat pipe performance is also examined in detail. 
Mass is injected in the form of liquid water and air. Finally, the factors that control 
fracture-matrix equilibrium and the time required to establish fracture-matrix equilibrium 
are examined. This has implications for the applicability of the effective continuum approach 
in modeling the fractured rock.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The mechanical heat pipe can be several thousand times as effective in transporting heat 
as the best metals [Eastman, 1968]. The heat pipe behavior in a fractured porous rock 
was well illustrated by [Pruess, 1985]. Fig.2(a) shows the schematic representation of a 
heat pipe development in a fractured porous medium due to the emplacement of nuclear 
a waste package. Heat enters into the matrix as soon as the canister is emplaced in the 
repository. This causes the vaporization of the liquid present in the rock. The vapor 
generated in this way flows through the fracture away from the canister because of the large 
fracture permeability and a slight pressure gradient. Condensation of the vapor takes place 
as it meets with the cooler region of the rock. Due to the large capillary effects in the 
matrix, the majority of the condensate is absorbed by the matrix. The difference in liquid 
saturation existing between the boiling point and the condensation point in the matrix 
causes the majority of the condensate to flow back towards the canister through the matrix. 
The liquid is then re-vaporized as it flows toward the canister. This cycle of liquid-vapor 
counter flow is repeated to develop a heat pipe region.
5The heat pipe phenomenon in porous media was analytically investigated and the 
governing transport equations are established for one dimensional heat pipe configura- 
tion[Ogniewcz and Tien, 1979], The effect of fractures was not considered in this study, but 
the solution for the one dimensional heat pipe demonstrated the effects of various fluid and 
porous media properties on the heat pipe performance.
A one dimensional, steady state analysis of the heat and mass trasfer in a saturated 
porous media was carried out later [Udell, 1985]. In this analysis, the effects of capillarity, 
gravity forces, and phase change were included. The dry out heat flux was predicted and 
verified for the bottom heating orientation. It was found that, for a low permeability of 
k < 1 x 10-14, the conductive heat transfer will be of the same order of magnitude as 
the convective heat transfer. The product of the heat flux and the two phase zone length 
was found to be constant for fixed fluid and media properties under conditions of high 
heat fluxes. The counter current flow allows for an extremely efficient heat transfer process 
similar to the operation of conventional heat pipes.
A quantitative model of vapor dominated geothermal reservoir as heat pipe in fractured 
rock was also given by [Pruess, 1985].
The emplacement of a strong heat source, such as a high level nuclear waste package, 
in a partially saturated permeable medium will give rise to the development of a heat pipe 
[Doughy and Pruess, 1988]. In this paper, a simplified version of the problem that has a 
steady state solution for a radial geometry where a semi-analytical solution was obtained. 
The parameters determining the heat pipe length and the question of whether the vicinity 
of the heat source dries up were also discussed. It was found that the extent of the heat 
pipe region can be much greater for radial geometry than for linear geometry because of
6the decrease in flow rate per unit area that occurs with radial distance. The characteristic 
curves for relative permeability and capillary pressure also have a strong influence on the 
extent of the heat pipe. Large permeability in fractures and strong capillary effects in the 
porous matrix provide conditions that are favorable for the development of the heat pipe.
Multi-phase heat and mass transfer in porous media was analyzed by [Fitch and Udell,
1985]. A one dimensional steady state model describing the heat and mass transfer within a 
porous medium was developed in this work. Heat and mass transfer in unsaturated porous 
materials was examined in detail for the application of the heat source in soil [Reddy,
1986]. This analysis showed that the diffusion into the soil by conduction is predominant in 
the early stages of heating. Extensive modeling studies of multi-phase fluid and heat flow 
processes in nuclear waste isolation was conducted by [Pruess, 1989]. This model showed 
the important physical phenomena occuring in multiphase and nonisothermal flows. It 
was found that the expected temperature and moisture regime near the waste packages 
depends on the relative permeabilities of fractures. The effect of the liquid infiltration 
in an unsaturated, fractured, porous medium was studied by [Nitao et al., 1989]. The 
various physical processes involved in a one dimensional fracture dominated flow conditions 
in unsaturated porous medium were analyzed in this work.
The heat pipe effect in porous media was examined in detail by [Pruess et al., Part 1, 
1990]. Modeling studies were done for simultaneous transport of heat, liquid water, vapor 
and air in partially saturated, fractured porous rock. The performance of the heat pipe 
was found to depend strongly on mobility of the liquid in the fracture. Thermohydrologic 
conditions in the vicinity of the waste packages were found to depend strongly on relative 
permeability and capillary pressure characteristics of fractures which are unknown. It was
found that if the liquid held on the rough walls of drained fractures is assumed to be 
mobile, strong heat pipe effects can be predicted and the host rock will remain in multi­
phase conditions right up to the emplacement hole and formation temperatures will peak at 
the boiling temperature which is near 100°C\ Standard atmospheric pressure of 101 KPa 
was observed at the bore hole wall so that elevation effect was not considered. In this work, 
the effect of gravity is neglected which is expected to be admissible due to the strength of 
capillary forces in the strong saturation gradients near the waste packages.
The idea of an effective continuum approximation for the modeling of fluid and heat 
flow in fractured porous media was introduced later by [Pruess et al., Part 2, 1990]. This 
approximation is based on the thermohydrologic behaviour observed in detailed simula­
tions with explicit considerations of fracture effects in the previous paper. The crucial 
concept in the development of an effective continuum approximation is the notion of local 
thermodynamic equilibrium between rock matrix and fractures. The effective continuum 
approximation gave very accurate results in the case of a large matrix permeability(32.6 
microdarcy), but poor results were obtained for a tight matrix(1.9 microdarcy). In general, 
an effective continuum approximation is applicable when sufficiently large space and time 
scales are considered.
Fracture and matrix hydrologic characteristics of tuffaceous materials from Yucca Moun­
tain were given by [Peters et al., 1984]. Most of the thermal and mechanical property values 
of the rock for the welded and non-welded tuffs of the G-tunnel of the Nevada Test site 
are taken from this report. These values are used to test the different matrix and fracture 
properties in this heat pipe study.
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Figure 2(a): Development of a heat pipe in a porous medium
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DESCRIPTION AND USE OF 
THE TOUGH CODE
Several computer codes are available for modeling strongly heat-driven flow for unsatu­
rated media. Some of them are TOUGH [Pruess, 1987], NORIA [Bixler, 1985] and PET­
ROS [Hadley, 1985]. The TOUGH code is used for this heat pipe study in the repository. 
TOUGH uses fewer equations and gives better results for two phase flow than NORIA or 
PETROS. The heat pipe phenomenon and the relevant parameters were studied numer­
ically using the TOUGH code [Pruess, 1987]. TOUGH is a multi-dimensional numerical 
model for simulating the coupled transport of water, vapor, air and heat in porous and 
fractured media. It is a member of the MULKOM family of multi-phase , multi-component 
codes, which is being developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory primarily for geothermal 
reservoir applications [Pruess, 1983]. The acronym “TOUGH” stands for “Transport Of 
Unsaturated Groundwater and Heat” . It can also be applied to studies of high level nuclear 
waste emplaced in partially saturated geological media as well as a wide range of problems
10
in heat and moisture transfer and in the drying of porous materials.
The development of the TOUGH code was motivated by problems involving “strongly” 
heat-driven flow. As temperatures approach or exceed the boiling point of water, vapor­
ization will take place with associated increases in vapor partial pressure and strong forced 
convection of gas phase. To describe these phenomena, it is necessary to employ a multi­
phase approach to fluid and heat flow which fully accounts for the movement of liquid and 
gaseous phases, their transport of latent and sensible heat and phase transitions between 
liquid and vapor. The gas phase will generally consists of a mixture of water vapor and air, 
and both these components must be kept track of separately. The TOUGH simulator takes 
account of the following physical processes. Fluid flow in both liquid and gaseous phases 
occurs under pressure, viscous, and gravity forces according to Darcy’s law with interaction 
between the phases represented by means of relative permeability functions. Binary diffu­
sion in the gas phase is also considered. Capillary and phase adsorption effects are taken 
into account for the liquid phase, but no allowance is made for vapor pressure lowering, 
which will become significant for very strong suction pressures. Also, no allowance is made 
for hysteresis in either capillary pressure or relative permeability. Air is treated as an ideal 
gas, and additivity of partial pressures is assumed for air-vapor mixtures.
TOUGH solves three non-linear partial differential equations simultaneously. These 
consist of the mass conservation equations for water and air, and the energy conservation 
equation for heat, water, and energy. Air and water can be transported in either the liquid 
phase, the gas phase, or both. The dissolution of air in water is represented by Henry’s 
law. Heat transport occurs by means of conduction, with thermal conductivity dependent 
on water saturation, convection, and binary diffusion.
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The code can simulate flow in one, two, or three dimensions because the method of 
solution is based on a general integrated finite-difference method [Pruess, 1987]. Time 
stepping is accomplished by a fully implicit procedure.
3.1 GOVERNING FLOW EQUATIONS
The governing flow equations used in TOUGH are similar to those used in modeling geother­
mal reservoirs[Pruess, 1985]. The governing mass conservation equation of water can be 
written as:
I -  [  M w dv = f  Fw ■hdT + [  qw dv (3.1)
d t Jv„ Jr„ Jvn
where M w is the mass of water per unit volume in the integrated finite-difference grid block, 
Vn is the volume of the grid block, F w is the mass flux of water out the grid block, Tn is 
the surface area of a grid block, h is an outward pointing unit normal vector, and qw is 
the mass production of water per unit volume. The water is stored in both liquid and gas 
phases in the above equation. The mass of water per unit volume is, therefore,
M “ = 4> (Si pi X ?  + Sg pg X?)  (3.2)
where <j> is the matrix porosity, Si is the liquid saturation, pi is the liquid density, X f  is
the mass fraction of the water in the liquid, Sg is the gas saturation (1-5/), pg is the gas 
density, and X™ is the mass fraction of water in the gas.
A set of equations, similar to the ones for water, can be written for air:
- J  [  M “ dv= [  Fa ■hdT + f  qa dv 
ot Jvn Jr„ Jvn
(3.3)
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and
M a = 4> (S, P, X?  + Sg Pg X ag) (3.4)
where M a is the mass of air per unit volume in a grid block, Fa is the mass flux of air out 
the grid block, qa is the mass production of air per unit volume, X “ is the mass fraction of 
air in the liquid and X*  is the mass fraction of air in the gas.
The mass flux for the air or water component is simply the sum of the mass fluxes of a 
component over both phases. For water the mass flux is:
where is the mass flux of water in the liquid phase, F w is the mass flux of water in the 
gas phase, F* is the mass flux of air in the liquid phase, and F “ is the mass flux of air in 
the gas phase. The mass flux of each component in a phase is governed by Darcy’s law and 
gaseous diffusion. The four equations are:
(3.5)
and for air:
(3.6)
F” = - k ^ p , X r ( v P i -  Pi 9) 
Pi
(3.7)
F? = - k  —  pi X f  (v f l  ~ PI 9) 
PI
(3.8)
-fc pg X ” {s?Pg - p g 9 ) - D vaPg V X ;  
Pg
(3.9)
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and
F£ = - k - TJ- pg X* (v P 3 -Pg  9) -  Dva pg V i ;  (3.10)
P g
where k is the porous medium permeability in the direction of h, kri is the liquid relative 
permeability, kTg is the gas relative permeability, pi is the liquid dynamic viscosity, pg is 
the gas dynamic viscosity, Pi is the liquid pressure, Pg is the gas pressure, 9 is the accel­
eration of gravity, and Dva is the binary diffusion coefficient for air-water vapor mixtures. 
TOUGH cannot handle the off-diagonal terms of the permeability tensor. Furthermore, 
the code allows only functions to determine the relationship between relative permeability 
and saturation, and contains a library of functions for these in one of its subroutines. The 
solubility of air in water is governed by Henry’s law:
„ _  Pa M W a .
X i -  ir h m w :  (3J1)
where Pa is the air partial pressure, Kh is Henry’s constant, M W a is the molecular weight 
of air, and M W w is the molecular weight of water. The binary diffusion coefficient is de­
pendent on both temperature and pressure and is written:
n - -  , <■ D: ,  , r  -  273.15 ,
-  r  *  S , j r  273^15 (3'12)
where r  is tortuosity, T is the temperature, and D°a is the diffusion coefficient at standard 
conditions. The parameters D%a and r] have values 2.13 x 10-5m2/.s and 1.80 respectively. 
Partial pressures are assumed to be additive to determine the gas pressure:
Pg — Pa +  Pv (3.13)
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where Pa is the air partial pressure and Pv is the vapor partial pressure.
The energy conservation equation can be written in an integral form similar to the air 
and water mass conservation equations. The energy equation is:
4- f  M h dv= [  Fh - h d T  + [  qh dv (3.14)
ot Jvn Jrn Jvn
where M h is the total thermal energy per unit volume in an integrated finite difference grid 
block, F h is the heat flux out of the grid block, and qh is the amount of heat produced per 
unit volume of grid block. The heat term The total thermal energy term contains contri­
butions from both the rock, liquid, and vapor:
M h = (1 -  (j>) pr cr T  + <j> (Si pi ut + Sg pg Ug ) (3.15)
where pT is the rock grain density, cr is the rock grain specific heat ui is the specific internal 
energy of the liquid, and ug is the specific internal thermal energy of the vapor. The heat 
flux term consists of conductive and convective parts:
Fh = [ - K  V T ] + [h? FT + h f  Ft  + F” + h* Ft] (3.16)
where K is the thermal conductivity of the rock-fluid mixture, h f  is the specific enthalpy 
of water in the liquid phase, hf is the specific enthalpy of air in the liquid phase, hff is 
the specific enthalpy of water in the gas phase, and hg is the specific enthalpy of air in the 
gas phase. The thermal conductivity is allowed to vary with liquid saturation as a linear
function or a power function by the following equations.
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K  = K dr + y/S'i(Kwe -  K dr) (3.17)
and
K  = K dr + Si ( K we -  Kdr ) (3.18)
where K dr is the thermal conductivity of the totally dry porous medium and K we is the 
thermal conductivity of the fully saturated porous medium.
The above equations are recast into an integrated finite-difference form for solution. The 
integrated finite-difference method employed in TOUGH is general. It can be used to solve 
problems in one, two or three dimension Cartesian or axisymmetric geometries. Because 
of these general methods, the TOUGH code requires volumes for the grid blocks, distances 
between the grid blocks, and interfacial areas between the grid blocks as input data. Because 
of its generality, TOUGH is not limited to rectangular or rectangular-parallelopiped grid 
blocks. The grid blocks can be any shape such as pentagons or tetrahedrons, but the aspect 
ratio must not be extreme.
TOUGH handles several types of boundary conditions. If a grid block edge is not 
connected to another grid block, then that edge becomes a zero flux boundary condition for 
all the dependent variables. If a grid block is assigned an extremely large volume relative 
to other grid blocks, then the dependent variables are essentially fixed with respect to time. 
Time varying flux boundary conditions can be implemented by using the time-varying 
source/sink capability in TOUGH.
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C h ap ter 4
DESCRIPTION OF MODELING
As stated earlier, the host rock is modeled as a partially saturated porous medium 
with explicit fractures. An infinite linear string of waste packages, which is intersected by 
a set of plane, parallel fractures at a spacing of 0.22 m is considered. The waste package is 
assumed to be of 4.5 m long. The geometry of the model selected in this study is similar 
to the one Pruess used earlier [Pruess et al., 1990].
Fig.4(a) shows the geometry of the model used in this study. One dimensional radial 
geometry is selected, so that the fluid and heat, flow radially inwards or outward. The 
fracture is assumed to be 0.002 m wide. Elements close to the fracture are made thinner 
and the thickness of the elements increases as the distance from the fracture increases in the 
vertical directions. The total thickness of the fracture layer and three layers of the matrix 
will be equal to 0.11 m because of symmetry. The boundaries are assumed to be at a radius 
of 20 meters from the center of the cannister. Since most of the hydrologic and thermal 
phenomena occur in the near field around the cannister, elements close to the cannister 
are made thinner in the radial direction also. As the radial distance increases, the element
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thickness also increases.
Modeling of the fractured porous medium consists of two parts, fracture modeling and 
matrix modeling. In this modeling, all of the fracture properties are tested for a range of 
values corresponding to the various fractured tuff units found in Yucca Mountain [Peters et 
al., 1984]. In particular, parameters used in this heat pipe study are from samples G4-1F, 
G4-2F, G4-3F, G4-4F, and G4-5F.
Matrix properties are kept constant during the fracture modeling. In modeling the 
matrix, all the matrix properties are tested for the different values of the fractured tuffs 
found in Yucca Mountain. In this case, the fracture properties are kept constant.
4.1 FRACTURE MODELING
The fracture properties tested were permeability, thermal conductivity, tortuosity, 
porosity, and specific heat. When each of the above properties is tested, the remaining 
four parameters are kept constant. In this way, the exact influence of each property is 
well understood. The initial conditions are given by T  = 26°C and P  = 105Po. A liquid 
saturation of 0.80 is taken for the matrix. The suction pressure in the fracture and the 
matrix is assumed to be equal for the fracture-matrix equilibrium. The suction pressure is 
a function of the liquid saturation. The liquid saturation in the fracture is determined from 
a known matrix liquid saturation and the equality of the suction pressures in the fracture 
and the matrix. A matrix liquid saturation of 0.80 produces a fracture liquid saturation 
of 0.0099. An irreducible liquid saturation of 0.01 is assumed for the fracture so that the 
fracture liquid saturation is below the irreducible liquid saturation and this makes the flow 
immobile.
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4.1.1 RELATIVE PERMEABILITY & CAPILLARY PRESSURE
Several functions are available for the relative permeability and the capillary pressure 
that can be used for the modeling of fracture. Linear functions are selected for the relative 
permeability and capillary pressure in the fracture for the modeling of the fracture in all 
the simulations.
The capillary pressure in the fracture is described by the linear function. For the linear 
function, the different cases are given as follows.
Pzap =  0 f o r  S , j  > S u j  (4.1)
Pear = -PmaX f  ~ f  J  f o r  S,TJ  <  S , J  <  S,3J  (4.2)
Ol3J  J l r J
Pcap = -Pmax for S l j  < Slrj  (4.3)
where S i j ,  Sirj ,  S i , j ,  and Pmax represent the liquid saturation, the irreducible liquid 
saturation, the scaled liquid saturation, and the maximum capillary pressure in the fracture 
respectively. The only restriction for the linear function in the above relations is that
S i , j  > Slrj.
Different parametric values associated with the linear capillary pressure function used 
for the fracture modeling are shown in table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1
Parameter Numerical value
Pmax 5 x 108 Pa
SlrJ 0.01
S i j 0.0099
The relative permeabilities are also described by a linear function. Relative permeabilities 
for the different liquid saturations are given as follows.
krij  = for Slrj < S i j  < S u j  (4.4)
JlaJ -  OlrJ
krij  = o for S u  < Slrj  (4.5)
krij  = 1 for S u  > S u j  (4.6)
Similarly, the relative permeability of the gas in the fracture is obtained from the fol­
lowing relations.
(4-7)Oga,f OgrJ
krgj — 0 for SgJ  < SgrJ (4.8)
krg j  = 1 for Sgj  > Sgsj  (4-9)
where Sgj ,  Sgrj ,  Sgaj , kri j ,  and krgj  represent the gas saturation, the irreducible gas 
saturation, the scaled gas saturation, the relative permeability of the liquid, and the relative 
permeability of the gas in the fracture respectively.
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Different parametric values associated with the linear relative permeability function used 
for the fracture modeling are shown in table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2
Parameter Numerical value
SU 0.0099
Slrj 0.01
S u j 1
Initially, the majority of the fractures will be drained and a small amount of liquid 
may be present on the rough surfaces of the fracture due to adsorption. The thin film 
of liquid present on the walls of the drained fractures has a low mobility [Pruess et al., 
1990]. This is due to the intermolecular forces. Data on the characteristic curves of the 
relative permeability and the capillary pressure are available only for the matrix and not 
for the fracture. The relative permeability and the capillary pressure for the fracture are 
found based upon the matrix liquid saturation and the equality of the fracture and the 
matrix capillary pressures. An immobile liquid saturation S u j  can be assumed such that 
the relative permeability of the liquid in the fracture kTi j  =0 for S i j  < S u j  and this is the 
fully immobile case. In the fully mobile case, the relative permeability is unity so that
krij  = 1 for  S u j  < Stj  < 1 (4.10)
The partly mobile case occurs when S u j  < S i j  < S u j  and kri j  in this case varies linearly 
from 0 to 1. For the linear function, relative permeability of the gas in the fracture krgj
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increases linearly from 0 to 1 in the range Sgrj ^  Sg < SgaJ.
Many simulations were done using the TOUGH code which involved the testing of prop­
erties such as permeability, porosity, thermal conductivity, tortuosity, and specific heat for 
the fracture. Each of the above properties are tested for a range of values and the resulting 
effects on the heat pipe region are examined. The tested variables and their standard values 
for comparison are given in table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3
Testing variable Reference values Range
Permeability 1.1 x 10-11 m2 2.7 X 10~7 - 1.1 x 10“ n  to2
Thermal conductivity 1.6 W /m  °C 1.16 - 2.25 W /m  °C
Tortuosity 0.25 0 - 0.35
Porosity 0.90 0.20 - 0.90
Specific heat 768 J/kg°C 400 - 1250 J/kg°C
4.1.2 FRACTURE PERMEABILITY
The maximum permeability used for the simulation was the parallel plate permeability. 
This value is taken as kj  = 2.7 x 10-7 m2. The minimum fracture permeability tested was 
1.1 X 10-11 to2. This value corresponds to the maximum matrix permeability. Temperature 
and liquid saturation profiles were plotted at 51 days and at 1 year for all the four values 
and compared for any significant change in the heat pipe region. From these, it can be 
concluded that the fracture permeability does not have any significant effect on the heat
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pipe performance. Distances are always measured from the center line of the cannister. 
A distance of 0.27 m in table 4.4 corresponds to the bore hole wall. The temperature 
distribution for different fracture permeabilities are given in table 4.4 below. From these, 
the effect of fracture permeability on the performance of heat pipe is found to be negligibly 
small.
Table 4.4
Run ks Temperature in °C at certain distances
# (m2) .27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m
1 2.7 X lO"7 149.0 100.5 100.4 100.1 99.47 92.74 75.64
2 1.1 x 10“9 148.9 100.4 100.3 100.1 99.45 92.67 75.65
3 1.1 x 10“ 10 148.9 100.4 100.2 100.1 99.51 92.71 75.58
4 1.1 x lO"11 148.5 100.5 100.3 100.2 99.58 92.53 75.61
The heat pipe is affected considerably by the mobility of the liquid in the fracturefPruess 
et al., 1990]. Mobility of the liquid in the fracture is an important issue and has a strong 
impact on the heat pipe performance.
The liquid in the fracture is made mobile as follows. The capillary pressure in the 
matrix is found for an initial matrix liquid saturation of 0.80. By equating the suction 
pressures in the matrix and the fracture, the fracture liquid saturation is obtained so that 
the parameters for the linear capillary pressure function in the fracture are adjusted. If 
the computed fracture liquid saturation S i j  is greater than the irreducible fracture liquid
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saturation S u j ,  the mobile case is achieved. A fracture liquid saturation of 0.016 is obtained 
for values of S u j  = 0.5 and S u j  = 0.0099. Since S t j  is greater than S u j ,  this represents 
the mobile case. Simulations are carried out using the new fracture liquid saturation.
The same fracture permeabilities were used for both mobile and immobile cases. The 
temperature distribution for different permeabilities for the mobile case is shown in table 4.5. 
A large difference in temperatures at the bore hole wall(0.27 m) can be found between the 
mobile and immobile cases. The wall temperature for the immobile case was approximately 
149 °C. The length of the heat pipe was 0.36 m in this case. No liquid saturation was 
obtained in the near field. The heat pipe effect was absent at or near the bore hole wall.
The heat pipe performance was totally different for the mobile case compared to the 
immobile case. For the mobile case, the maximum temperature remains near 100 °C for 
all the permeabilities and liquid saturation is obtained even at the emplacement hole near 
the heat source. The near field is always in the two phase conditions without any dry 
out condition. Thus the heat pipe region was extended up to the bore hole wall and it is 
approximately 1.15 m in length. Mobility of the liquid in the fracture brings the moisture 
into the bore hole surface. Again this shows no effect of permeability.
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Table 4.5
Run kf Temperature in °C at certain distances
# (m2) .27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m
1 2.7 X 10~7 102.0 100.5 100.2 100.0 99.10 97.94 83.45
2 1.1 X 10"9 102.1 100.8 100.5 100.2 99.32 98.70 84.01
3 1.1 x lO"10 102.2 100.9 100.7 100.4 99.78 98.83 84.21
4 1.1 x 10“ u 102.5 101.1 . 100.8 100.5 99.95 98.91 84.77
Simulations were also carried out for a different relative permeability function for the 
immobile case. Grant’s curve is a fourth order power curve and is the next available higher 
order function to the linear function. This relative permeability function can be described 
through the following equations.
s* =  . (4.11)
1 - ( S , r J  + Sla<J) [ }
krij  = (S*)4 (4.12)
krgj = 1 — krij  (4-13)
The only restriction is given by the following inequality.
S b j  + S u j  < 1 (4-14)
Slrj — 0.01 and S u j  = 0.15 are selected so that the above restriction is fulfilled for the 
immobile case.
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The results of the simulations for the immobile case using Grant’s curves are given in 
table 4.6 below. Temperature distribution in the near field for the Grant’s curves showed a 
slight increase in temperature compared to the linear functions. The nature and the extent 
of the heat pipe remain unaffected by this change in fracture relative permeability function.
Table 4.6
Run ks Temperature in °C at certain distances
# (m2) .27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m
1 2.7 x 10"7 148.6 100.8 100.6 100.3 100.1 93.30 76.77
2 1.1 x 10~9 148.7 100.8 100.9 100.5 100.3 93.88 76.98
3 1.1 x 10"10 149.0 100.9 101.0 100.7 100.4 93.97 77.02
4 1.1 x 10-11 149.3 101.1 101.3 101.0 99.96 92.22 86.72
Linear functions were used for the capillary pressure in all the previous simulations. 
The effect of the fracture capillary pressure function on the temperature and the heat pipe 
region were examined by selecting a different capillary pressure function and comparing the
temperatures and the extent of the heat pipe. Capillary pressures for the Sandia function
in the fracture for the different values of S i j  are obtained as follows[Hayden et al., 1983; 
Genuchten, V., 1980].
Peap =  0 fo r  S i j  > Sl3j (4.15)
Pcap = -Po [(S1* )^  -  1]1- A for Su  > Slrj (4.16)
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s = -z c  (4-17)■3/4,/ -  Slrj
Pcap =  -Pmax for P0 [(ST)? -  l]1"* > Pmax (4.18)
where A is a parameter given by A = 1 -  j;, Po is the minimum capillary pressure in 
the fracture and (3 is a curve-fit parameter for the Van Genuchten curve and it is taken as 
1.85 [Peters et al., 1984],
The mobile case simulations were done using the Sandia function. The same fracture 
permeabilities were used for both the Sandia function and the linear function. These simu­
lations indicated no significant change in the temperatures. The temperatures at different 
points using the Sandia function were exactly identical to the values obtained for the linear 
function. The nature and the extent of the heat pipe region were also the same for both 
the functions. From these results, the heat pipe performance is not found to be sensitive to 
the capillary pressure function.
4.1.3 FRACTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Since the fracture mainly consists of air, the fracture thermal conductivity is approxi­
mated as the thermal conductivity of air. Simulations were done for 0.03, .25, .75, and 1.6 
W /m  °C. The minimum value of 0.03 W/m °C corresponds to the thermal conductivity of 
air and the maximum value of 1.6 W /m  °C corresponds to the average thermal conductiv­
ity of the rock. The two intermediate values were arbitrarily chosen. The temperatures at 
certain distances away from the heat source for different thermal conductivities are shown 
in table 4.7.
Table 4.7
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Run
#
K
(W /m  °C)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m 0.84 m 0.97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 5.52 m
1 1.60 147.1 100.8 100.5 100.2 99.9 90.1 73.2 27.8
2 0.75 147.3 100.9 100.5 100.0 99.8 90.0 72.8 27.8
3 0.25 147.0 100.5 100.2 100.0 99.7 90.3 73.1 27.9
4 0.03 147.3 100.7 100.3 100.1 99.9 90.2 73.5 28.1
From this table, it can be seen that the heat pipe region and the condensation point remain 
unaffected by the changes in the thermal conductivity.
4.1.4 FRACTURE TORTUOSITY
Tortuosity accounts for the effects of binary diffusion. Binary diffusion means the 
diffusion of water vapor in air. Binary diffusion coefficient is dependent on both temperature 
and pressure. Tortuosity is dependent on pore geometry. Tortuosity factor and binary 
diffusion coefficient are related through the following equation [Vargaftik, 1975; Walker et 
al., 1981].
n _  _ x c Dla rT  + 273.15,0 f ^A ,. -  r  * S,  - j -  [ 2?315 ] (4.19)
where Dva is the binary diffusion coefficient corrected for the temperature and the pressure, 
r  is the tortuosity factor, Pg and Sg are the pressure correction, T is the temperature, 4> 
is the porosity, and D°a is the diffusivity of water vapor in air at standard conditions. A
pressure of one bar and a temperature of 0°C. are taken as the standard conditions. Z?°a
and 9 are parameters which have values of 2.13 x 10“5m2/s  and 1.80, respectively, for a
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pressure of one bar and a temperature of 0°C. The terms r  and 4> represent the effect of 
porous media properties on the binary diffusion.
Tortuosity factor r  is defined as a function of the ratio between the shortest linear 
distance in the direction of flow to the length of tortuous fluid paths through the pores. 
For a porous media, a reference value of 0.4 is taken as the tortuosity factor[Bear et al., 
1968]. Based on this reference value, different tortuosities are selected for the fracture. The 
effect of tortuosity on the heat pipe performance is studied in detail from the results of 
four simulations made with tortuosities of 0.50, 0.40, 0.25 and 0.15. The temperature and 
the liquid saturation at selected distances remained constant for these simulations. The 
heat pipe region was the same for the above cases. Temperatures corresponding to different 
tortuosities after 51 days are shown in table 4.8 below.
Table 4.8
Run
#
Variable
(Tortuosity)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m
1 0.50 149.0 100.8 100.4 100.1 99.9 90.3 73.8
2 0.40 148.9 100.9 100.4 100.2 99.8 90.5 74.0
3 0.25 148.9 100.8 100.5 100.3 99.8 90.5 74.0
4 0.15 149.0 100.7 100.5 100.2 99.9 90.6 73.9
From the above table, it is clearly shown that the tortuosity does not have any effect on 
the heat pipe behavior.
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4.1.5 FRACTURE POROSITY
The fracture is assumed to be highly porous. The fracture porosity was tested for a 
maximum value of 0.90 and three other values 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6. These values are taken 
from [Peters et al., 1984]. Temperatures corresponding to the different porosities at 51 days 
are given in table 4.9 . These results show no significance of porosity on the performance 
of the heat pipe.
Table 4.9
Run
#
Variable
(Py)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m 0.84 m 0.97 m 1. 13 m 1.52 m 5.52 m
1 0.90 149.0 100.8 100.4 100.1 99.8 90.4 73.8 28.3 •
2 0.80 148.8 100.9 100.3 100.2 99.8 90.3 74.0 28.2
3 0.70 148.7 100.7 100.3 100.1 99.7 90.3 74.2 28.2
4 0.60 149.7 100.6 100.4 100.2 99.9 90.2 74.0 28.1
4.1.6 FRACTURE SPECIFIC HEAT
The specific heat of the fracture selected was based on the matrix specific heat. The 
average heat capacities were given as 768J/kg °C for both fracture and matrix. The other 
fracture cp values chosen for the heat pipe study were 450 J/kg °C and 1250 J/kg  °C[Peters 
et al., 1984]. Since the fracture mostly consists of air, the specific heat of air (cp = 
1005 J/kg  °C) is used in one simulation. The results of these simulations showed no 
significance on the performance of heat pipe. Temperatures corresponding to the different 
heat capacities at 51 days are given in table 4.10.
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Table 4.10
Run
#
c p
{J/kg  °C)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 5.52 m
1 1250 149.0 100.8 100.4 100.1 99.9 90.3 73.8 28.1
2 1005 149.0 100.7 100.5 100.2 99.9 90.6 73.9 28.0
3 768 148.5 100.8 100.5 100.2 99.9 90.2 74.5 28.4
4 450 148.6 100.6 100.4 100.3 99.7 90.1 74.6 28.1
4.2 FRACTURE MODELING RESULTS
The fracture properties such as permeability, thermal conductivity, porosity, tortuosity, 
and specific heat do not change the heat pipe region and the condensation point. The most 
important factor in the fracture modeling was the mobility of the liquid in the fracture. 
Mobility of the liquid in the fracture changes the heat pipe phenomenon to a great extent 
compared to the immobile case. For the immobile case, the heat pipe region was found to 
be small. The temperature at the bore hole wall was approximately 149 °C without any 
two phase conditions at the wall. For the mobile case, the heat pipe region was extended 
up to the bore hole wall with a stronger heat pipe region. This was unaffected by the 
permeability value. Two phase conditions always prevailed at the bore hole wall. The near 
field temperature was always near 100 °C without any dry out condition. The fracture was 
modeled using different relative permeability and capillary pressure functions for comparing 
the results. The relative permeability and the capillary pressure functions did not change 
the heat pipe significantly.
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4.3 MATRIX MODELING
The matrix is modeled by keeping the fracture properties constant at their reference values. 
The initial liquid saturation in the matrix is taken as 0.80. Other initial conditions are 
given by T  = 26 °C and P  = 105Pa. The tested variables and their standard values for 
comparison are shown in table 4.11 below. The matrix is tested for each property by keeping 
the remaining properties fixed as in the case of fracture modeling.
Table 4.11
Testing variable Reference values Range
Permeability 3.3 X 10-17m2 3.3 x 10-18 - 3.3 x 10"15 m2
Specific heat 768 W/m°C 400 -  1250 W/m°C
Tortuosity 0.25 0 - 0.35
Porosity 0.90 0.20 - 0.90
Th. conductivity 1.6 J/kg°C 1.16 - 2.25 J/kg°C
4.3.1 CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS
For the matrix modeling, Sandia functions [Hayden et al., 1983; Van Genuchten, 1980] 
are used for both relative permeability and capillary pressure. As described earlier, linear 
functions are used for both relative permeability and capillary pressure in the fracture.
For the matrix modeling, Sandia functions for the capillary pressure can be described as 
follows.
Pcap = o for Si,m > S,,,m (4.20)
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Pcap = -Po {(S*)^ -  1]1_A f o r  Si<m > Slr,m (4.21)
Pcap = ~Pmax f ° T  Pq [(S' ) * ""l]1 ^  Pmax (4.22)
Sandia functions for the relative permeability in the matrix for different values of 5/,m are
obtained as follows.
5* = 5'r'm (4.23)
kri,m = \ /5 M 1 - [ 1 - S * * ] a]2 fo rS i ,m < S h,m (4.24)
krlym ~  1 f o r  SlyTn ^  Sfo,m (4.25)
krg,m = 1 — l,m (4.26)
where Siym> S'/r,mt Si3ym, kriym, kTg<m, and A represent the liquid saturation, irreducible liquid
saturation, scaled liquid saturation, liquid relative permeability, gas relative permeability, 
and the Van Genuchten curve fit parameter respectively in the matrix.
The numerical values used in the above equations are given in Table 4.12 below.
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Table 4.12
Parameter Numerical value
A 0.45
Slr,m 9.6 x 10-4
Po 1.39 x lO6/^
P1 max 5 x 108Po
Sls,m 1
Sl,m 0.80
4.3.2 MATRIX PERMEABILITY
The effect of matrix permeability for the heat pipe region was tested using the TOUGH 
code for a range of matrix permeabilities. These values correspond to the different fractured 
tuffs found at Yucca Mountain as taken from [Peters et al., 1984]. Results were obtained 
without any convergence problem for matrix permeabilities in the range 3.2 X 10-18 — 3.2 x 
10-15 m2 for the particular geometry selected. Within this range, the simulations gave 
very good results and simulations were done for an extended period of time. Stability 
problems were found to occur beyond this range. The mass flux will be very small for 
very small permeabilities. Large time steps and large volume elements are required for 
lower matrix permeabilities to avoid convergence problems. The mass flux will be large for 
very high permeabilities. Small time steps and small elements are required for very high 
permeabilities to overcome this convergence problem. The different matrix permeabilities 
tested for the heat pipe phenomenon are shown in table 4.13.
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Table 4.13
Run # Permeability (m2)
1 3.2 x 10" 18
2 3.2 x 10" 17
3 3.2 x 10" 16
4 3.2 x 10-15
Temperature profiles at 51 days for different matrix permeabilities are plotted as shown 
in Fig.4(b). Both the fracture and the matrix are in equilibrium. For the graph correspond­
ing to the minimum permeability of of 3.2 x 10-187n2, the maximum temperature observed 
at the end of 51 days was 160 °C. The temperature remains fairly constant near 100 °C for 
a distance 0.14 m from element 8 to element 9. In this region, a very high liquid saturation 
is obtained. This region is the heat pipe region. The point corresponding to the maximum 
liquid saturation is the point of condensation. The heat pipe region is very small for this 
permeability. For the graph plotted for a permeability of 3.2 X 10-17 m2, the temperature 
remained constant for a distance 0.37 m from element 6 to element 9. The heat pipe region 
here is much longer than the previous case. For a matrix permeability of 3.2 x 10" 16 m2, 
the temperature remains approximately constant for a considerable distance from the canis- 
ter(heat source), so the heat pipe region is still longer compared to the previous cases. The 
maximum temperature is dropped to 102 °C and some liquid saturation is obtained at the 
bore hole wall. The heat pipe phenomenon for the maximum permeability of 3.2 x 10- 15m2 
is similar to the case of km = 3.2 X 10~16m2 without much change in temperature and 
liquid saturation.
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Fig.4(c) shows the liquid saturation profile at 51 days for a matrix permeability of 
km = 3.2 x 10- 18m2. High liquid saturation is obtained in the heat pipe region and it 
starts dropping beyond this region. At some distance away from the heat source, the initial 
liquid saturation is obtained. Fig.4(d) describes the liquid saturation profile for a matrix 
permeability of km = 3.2 x 10- 15m2. In this case, high liquid saturation is obtained even 
for the elements close to the heat source, so the heat pipe region is extended up to the bore 
hole wall for the maximum permeability case.
From these graphs, it can be seen that the higher temperature distributions are obtained 
for low matrix permeabilities. As the the permeability is increased, the flow of liquid towards 
the heat source is also increased. The heat pipe region is extended up to the bore hole wall 
so that there is some liquid saturation at the bore hole wall. The point of condensation 
and the heat pipe region will be shifted closer to the heat source due to the increase in 
convective heat transfer.
Fig.4(e) compares the the temperature profiles at 1 year for the different permeabilities 
tested. The temperature profiles at 1 year for the corresponding matrix permeabilities 
show the same trend. At 1 year, the maximum temperature obtained is 220°C for the 
lowest permeability and it is just 104°C for the maximum permeability. It can be seen that 
the heat pipe region is shifted away from the heat source with the increase in simulation 
period. As the permeability increases, the temperature attains a steady state more quickly. 
For the maximum matrix permeability value of km = 3.23 x 10~15m2, the steady state 
temperature is reached after one year after the emplacement of the canister. For the lower 
permeabilities, the temperature is still increasing at the same point and not reaching a 
constant temperature. It can be seen that the heat pipe region approaches the heat source
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with the increase in permeability. The mass transfer is increased in the region of the 
cannister due to the approach of the heat pipe region.
Fig.4(f) shows the gas pressure profile for the minimum permeability of km = 3.23 X 
10-18 m2. For this low matrix permeability, the region surrounding the cannister has a 
constant gas pressure until the beginning of the heat pipe. The gas pressure increases 
sharply to a maximum value just prior to the beginning of the heat pipe. The maximum 
gas pressure corresponds to the boiling end of the heat pipe. An abrupt drop in gas pressure 
is observed at the condensation point of the heat pipe. A hump is developed in this way and 
this region represents the heat pipe region. The existence of a strong gas pressure gradient 
produces a strong gas flow away from cannister. The gas pressure remains constant beyond 
the heat pipe region.
Fig.4(g) depicts the gas pressure profile for the maximum permeability of km = 3.23 X 
10~15 m2. For this value, the heat pipe region is extended up to the heat source and the 
extent of heat pipe is larger than the previous case. Liquid saturation is obtained at the 
bore hole wall with temperature remaining at 100 °C in the near field. The gas pressure 
has the maximum value at the heat source and decreases slowly to a constant value with 
increasing distance from the canister and remains unchanged afterwards. This graph does 
not show any hump. For higher permeabilities, the gas flow is much stronger through the 
matrix and fracture. A small pressure gradient is sufficient to produce a strong gas flow for 
higher permeabilities.
Fig.4(h) and Fig.4(i) show the capillary pressure profiles for various matrix permeabili­
ties in increasing order of magnitude. For low matrix permeabilities, the capillary pressure 
remains constant with its maximum value in the vicinity of the heat source. This maximum
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pressure remains constant until the beginning of the heat pipe region because the near re­
gion surrounding the cannister is in a dry out condition without any liquid saturation. This 
is responsible for the maximum capillary pressure in this region. The capillary pressure 
is suddenly dropped in the heat pipe region. Liquid saturation begins to develop in the 
heat pipe region and this is responsible for the sudden drop in capillary pressure. After 
the heat pipe region, the capillary pressure remains constant with increasing distance. This 
corresponds to the undisturbed region with constant liquid saturation.
The maximum capillary pressures for higher permeabilities are found at the bore hole 
wall, but do not remain constant in the near region as in the case of lower permeabilities. 
The capillary pressure gradually decreases with increasing distance away from the cannister. 
Some moisture is present at the bore hole wall and it increases gradually with increasing 
distances. This gradual increase in liquid saturation produces the gradual decrease in the 
capillary pressure. The capillary pressure finally attains a constant value and remains 
unchanged afterwards. This happens just beyond the heat pipe region and it corresponds 
to the undisturbed region with constant liquid saturation.
From all the above graphs and results with different permeabilities, many observations 
can made. The length of heat pipe increases with the increase in permeability. Also the 
heat pipe is shifted towards the heat source as the permeability is increased. For higher 
permeabilities like km = 3.2 X 10~16 m 2 and km = 3.2 10-15 m2, the heat pipe is extended 
right up to the emplacement wall. In this case, the liquid is brought into the vicinity of 
the cannister. This shows the significance of the matrix permeability on the performance 
of heat pipe in a repository.
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4.3.3 MATRIX THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
The effect of thermal conductivity was tested for a range of values using the TOUGH code. 
For all these simulations, the difference between thermal conductivities at fully saturated 
conditions and fully dewatered conditions is taken approximately as 0.20 in agreement with 
the previous studies. The fully saturated value of the thermal conductivity was tested for 
a minimum value of 1.16 W /m  °C and a maximum value of 2.09 W /m  °C. and for two 
intermediate values. The different thermal conductivities tested are shown in table 4.14 
below.
Table 4.14
Run Th. conductivity
# (W /m  °C)
1 1.16
2 1.48
3 1.80
4 2.09
This range is selected from the borehole studies conducted in different fractured tuffs at 
Yucca Mountain. Graphs are plotted as in the case of matrix permeability. Temperature 
and capillary pressure profiles at 1 year describe the effect of thermal conductivity. Fig.4(j) 
shows the temperature profiles at 1 year for different thermal conductivities used for the 
simulations. For the minimum thermal conductivity value of 1.16 W /m  °C, a maximum 
temperature of 315 °C is obtained and for a maximum thermal conductivity of 2.09 W /m  °C,
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the corresponding maximum temperature is just 187 °C. As the thermal conductivity 
is increased, the maximum temperature in the near region surrounding the cannister is 
decreased. The near field temperatures shoot up for the lower thermal conductivity. A large 
thermal conductivity requires small temperature gradient and small thermal conductivity 
needs higher temperature gradient to produce the same heat flux.
It can be seen that the increase in thermal conductivity causes a slight increase in the 
liquid saturation. This is due to the reduction in the dry out region around the bore hole 
wall as a result of the reduced temperatures. The condensation point is shifted towards the 
heat source with the increase in thermal conductivity.
Fig.4(k) shows the behavior of capillary pressure at 1 year for different thermal con­
ductivities tested. The capillary pressure profiles behave in the same manner with one 
difference. The maximum capillary pressure region near the bore hole wall decreases in 
length with increase in thermal conductivity due to the reduction of the dry out region 
with the increase in thermal conductivity. The capillary pressure has the maximum value 
in the near region surrounding the cannister and it is maintained at that value for some 
distance in the near region. A large drop in the capillary pressure occurs at the beginning of 
the heat pipe region. A constant capillary pressure is maintained in the undisturbed region 
just after the heat pipe region.
4.3.4 MATRIX TORTUOSITY
The reference value for the tortuosity is taken as 0.40 [Bear et al., 1968]. Based upon this 
reference value, some upper and lower values are assigned for the tortuosity factor for the 
different simulations to study the tortuosity effect on the heat pipe performance. The tor­
tuosity values tested are given in table 4.15 below.
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T able 4.15
Run # Tortuosity
1 0.50
2 0.40
3 0.20
4 0.10
From the results of the computer simulations with different tortuosities, it was found that the 
tortuosity does not have any impact on the heat pipe effect and the point of condensation. 
From these results, it was observed that neither the matrix nor the fracture undergoes 
any significant changes in their temperature or liquid saturation values by changing the 
tortuosity values of the rock matrix. The temperatures at some selected distances are given 
in table 4.16 below.
Table 4.16
Run
#
Tortuosity
factor
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m
1 0.50 144.0 100.8 100.5 100.2 99.9 90.3 73.9
2 0.40 144.2 100.7 100.3 100.2 99.8 90.2 74.0
3 0.30 144.1 100.7 100.4 100.3 99.8 90.4 74.2
4 0.10 144.0 100.8 100.4 100.2 99.9 90.4 74.0
4.3.5 MATRIX POROSITY
The effect of porosity is tested for a set of values using the TOUGH code. These 
are taken from [Peters et al., 1984] and correspond to different fractured tuffs at 
Mountain. The tested values of porosity in this study are given in table 4.17 below.
Table 4.17
Hun # Porosity
1 0.05
2 0.10
3 0.15
4 0.25
Temperature values corresponding to different porosities after 51 days are shown shown 
in table 4.18 below. As porosity increases, the temperature at any particular point in the 
matrix decreases slightly, but the change in temperature and liquid saturation is so small 
that the effect of porosity on the heat pipe performance can be neglected. After one year, 
the porosity did not make even minor changes in the results.
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Table 4.18
Run
#
Variable
(n)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m .61 m .71 m .84 m .97 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 5.52 m
1 0.05 147.2 104.1 100.5 109.2 99.5 92.4 75.3 28.8
2 0.10 146.7 103.7 100.4 100.0 99.1 90.0 74.5 28.2
3 0.15 145.8 102.8 100.1 99.9 98.8 89.4 74.0 28.1
4 0.25 144.7 102.0 100.0 99.8 98.2 89.1 73.8 28.0
4.3.6 MATRIX SPECIFIC HEAT
The specific heat(Cp) of the rock matrix has some effect on the heat pipe performance, but it 
is not as important compared as the permeability or the thermal conductivity. The specific 
heat values tested were in the range of Cp = 400 J/kg °C and Cp = 1250 J/kg °C. This 
range of values corresponds to different fractured tuffs found in Yucca Mountain [Peters et 
al., 1984].
Table 4.19
Run Specific heat
# (J/kg °C)
1 600
2 768
3 1000
4 1250
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Fig.4(l) shows the temperature profiles at 1 year for different specific heat tested. The 
flatter region of the graph represents the heat pipe region. The maximum temperature 
obtained after 1 year for the minimum specific heat was 208 °C while the corresponding 
temperature for the maximum specific heat was 192 °C. Large specific heat, produces 
reduced temperatures and high liquid saturations in the region close to the bore hole wall 
so that favourable two phase condition exists in the near field.
The temperature profiles at 51 days were compared to the temperature distributions at 
1 year for the same heat capacities. The specific heat produced changes in temperature and 
liquid saturations after 51 days, but the simulations at 1 year showed no change in results 
associated with the specific heat. This is due to the development of the thermodynamic 
equilibrium at one year. The effect of specific heat is significant only on the transient. 
Once the equilibrium is acheived, the specific heat will not have any effect on the heat pipe 
performance.
4.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The exact influence of different parameters on the length of the heat pipe is found by 
computing the sensitivities of the heat pipe length with respect to each of these parameters. 
Each variable is tested first with their mean values. The mean values of permeability, 
thermal conductivity, porosity and specific heat are taken as 3.2 x 10- 17m2, 1.80 W /m  °C, 
0.14 and 1000 J/kg°C  respectively. The length of the heat pipe for the mean value is 
determined. Then two more simulations are carried out for the same variable with x + 6 
and x — 6 where x is the mean value of the variable and 6 is the variation. The length of 
the heat pipe for these two values is compared with the length obtained for the mean value
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and the change in length for these two values from the mean value is computed. Then the 
sensitivity S is calculated as given below.
1 dF
s = Tm  ( 4 - 2 7 )
where S is the sensitivity, F is any property for which the sensitivity is to be determined 
with respect to any parameter X.
The sensitivity of the heat pipe length for all the variables is calculated as described 
above. The parameters influencing the length of heat pipe and their exact influence are 
found by comparing all these sensitivities. The computed sensitivities are given in table 
4.20 below.
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Table 4.20
Run Testing Numerical Length of Change in S
# variable value heat pipe(m) length(m) (%)
1 k(m2) 3.2e-17 1.17 - -
2 11 3.2e-18 0.66 - 0.51 44
3 11 3.2e-16 2.06 + 0.89 76
4 porosity 0.14 0.72 - -
5 11 0.18 0.82 + 0.10 13
6 11 0.10 0.66 - 0.06 8
7 K(W /m  °C) 2.07 0.72 - -
8 11 2.23 0.51 - 0.21 29
9 11 1.91 0.90 + 0.18 25
10 Cp( J/kg  °C) 1000 0.72 - -
11 11 1200 0.78 + 0.06 9
12 11 800 0.78 + 0.06 9
From this table, the highest sensitivity is obtained for the matrix permeability. Sensitivity 
is also higher for thermal conductivity. Sensitivities are found to be small for porosity and 
specific heat. These two parameters do not affect the heat pipe region considerably and 
the effect of specific heat is negligibly small. The most important parameters affecting 
the extent and length of heat pipe are the matrix permeability and the matrix thermal 
conductivity.
The sensitivity of the temperature at the bore hole wall to the matrix permeability and
the matrix thermal conductivity are calculated and presented in table 4.21 below.
Table 4.21
Run Testing Numerical Temperature Temperature S
# variable value (° C) change(° C) (%)
1 ? to 3.2 x 10-17 142.7 - -
2 1) 3.2 x 10" 18 166.5 +23.8 17
3 3.2 x 10~16 102.0 -40.7 29
4 K(W/m  °C) 1.80 149.6 - -
5 1.50 168.0 +18.4 13
6 yt 2.10 133.3 -16.3 11
From table 4.21, it is obvious that the temperature is sensitive to both the matrix perme­
ability and the thermal conductivity, but the temperature is more sensitive to the matrix 
permeability than the matrix thermal conductivity.
4.5 CONVECTIVE & CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
The Nusselt number at any point in the heat pipe region is defined as the ratio of convective 
heat transfer to the conductive heat transfer at that particular point. Total heat transferred 
at the heat pipe region is obtained from the computer simulations. The heat conducted is 
calculated by Fourier’s law.
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where Qcd is the heat conducted in Watts, K is the thermal conductivity at that point, 
A is the interfacial area of the two elements across which heat is conducted and 4^ is theax
temperature gradient where dx is the center to center distance of the two elements involved 
in the heat transfer and dT is the difference in temperature. The thermal conductivity K 
is determined by using the following relationship[Somerton et al., 1973].
K = K dr + S,(Kwe- K dr) (4.29)
where Si is the average liquid saturation of the two elements. The heat convected in Watts 
is obtained as
Q c v  =  Q  -  Q c d  (4.30)
where Q is the total heat transfer in Watts which is obtained directly from the computer 
simulations. Now the Nusselt number is defined by
N u = ^  (4.31)
Qcd
The Nusselt numbers for the fracture and the matrix are calculated. The overall Nus­
selt number considering the heat transfer through both the fracture and the matrix is also 
calculated. The computed Nusselt numbers and the ratio ^  are given in the table shown 
below. N uj ,  N u m, and N u t represent the fracture Nusselt number, matrix Nusselt number 
and overall Nusselt number respectively. Qj  and Q m  are the total heat flow through the 
fracture and the matrix respectively. These Nusselt numbers and the ratio 5^- are calcu-
V > 7 1
lated at a distance of 1.75 meters from the center line of the cannister. This particular 
distance corresponds to element #13 which was common in the heat pipe region for all the
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simulations.
Table 4.22
Testing
variable
Numerical
value
Nusselt # ’s and their sensitivities at the heat pipe region
Nu/ S(%) N u m S(%) N ut S(%) &
k(m2) 3.2e-17 2943 - -3.68 - 21.23 - -9.36
3.2e-18 3818 30 -1.50 59 9.42 55 -12.16
3.2e-16 4812 63 -6.68 81 36 70 -6.59
porosity 0.14 3890 - -3.72 - 22.18 - -9.57
W 0.18 3847 1.1 -3.69 6 21.69 2.2 -9.80
0.10 3946 1.4 -3.69 6 21.26 4.3 -9.35
K(W/m °C) 2.07 2763 - -2.60 - 14.83 - -10.99
2.23 2255 18 -2.81 8 16.75 13 -10.90
1.91 3112 13 -2.99 15 16.10 9 -9.66
Cp(J/kg °C) 1000 2932 - -3.12 - 17.61 - -9.86
1200 2924 1.1 -2.97 5 16.90 4 -8.61
800 2915 1.4 -3.24 4 18.13 3 -9.63
A negative sign in table 4.22 for ^  means that the flow of heat through the fracture and 
the matrix are in opposite directions. The net flow of heat in the matrix will be the sum of 
the heat conducted away from the cannister, the heat convected by the gas away from the 
cannister and the heat convected by the liquid towards the cannister. In all cases, there is 
a net flow of heat towards the cannister through the matrix so that the heat convection by
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liquid flow will be greater than the sum of conduction and the heat transported by the gas 
flow. The flow of heat in the fracture is primarily by convection and it is away from the 
heat source. For the overall system, the net flow of heat is away from the heat source, so it 
is always positive. A negative sign in the case of Nusselt number means that the convection 
and the conduction are in opposite directions. From the above table, the sensitivities of 
Nuj ,  N u m and N u t are found to be higher for the matrix permeability and the thermal 
conductivity compared to the rest of the parameters.
The ratio of the fracture heat flow to the matrix heat flow(^-) gave some interesting 
results for the matrix permeability. The change in this ratio is very high for the matrix 
permeability compared to other parameters. This is due to the increase in convective heat 
transfer. The net heat flow in the matrix is due to the convection. A change in matrix 
permeability produced a proportional change in In other words, the ratio ^  is directly 
proportional to the matrix permeability.
The Nusselt numbers and their sensitivities do not change considerably for the matrix 
porosity and the specific heat. These observations are in full agreement with the sensitivity 
analysis of the heat pipe length. N u/ ,  N um, N u t and their sensitivities are found to be 
the maximum in the case of a maximum permeability of 3.2 x 10-16 m 2. N u j  values in all 
cases are very large compared to all the matrix Nusselt numbers and the overall Nusselt 
numbers.
For all the parameters tested, the fracture Nusselt numbers are in the order of thousands 
and the average N u j  is around 3000. This indicates that the convection is dominating 
over conduction in the fracture and conductive heat transfer in the fracture can be almost 
neglected. The matrix Nusselt numbers are extremely small compared to N uj  and the
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average N u m of the different simulations is around 3 only. This means both convection and 
conduction are important even though convection is stronger compared to conduction. The 
overall Nusselt numbers are large compared to N u m, still small compared to Nuj.  The 
average value of N u t is approximately 10. Here also, convection is predominant compared 
to conduction. But the conductive heat transfer cannot be neglected in the overall system.
The Nusselt number serves as a measure of the strength of the heat pipe. A heat pipe 
is considered to be stronger if the convection is dominating over conduction significantly. 
In table 4.22, the largest Nusselt number is obtained for the maximum permeability tested 
and the heat pipe is very strong in this case. The ratio ^  is always greater than one and 
around 10 in most of the cases. These results show that the heat flow is mainly due to 
convection through the fracture which is quite expected in the heat pipe region.
4.6 MATRIX MODELING RESULTS
Some important results were obtained from the matrix modeling. The effects of various 
parameters on the heat pipe performance are examined in detail in the matrix modeling. 
They include the strength and extent of the heat pipe, the temperature profiles, the fracture- 
matrix equilibrium and the shift in condensation point. The importance of convective heat 
transfer and the type of heat transfer mechanism in the fracture and the matrix are also 
discussed in detail.
The strength and the extent of the heat pipe is greatly influenced by some of the tested 
parameters. Matrix permeability and matrix thermal conductivity are the two parameters 
that influence the heat pipe region significantly. Matrix permeability is the most important 
parameter. Large matrix permeabilities increase the heat pipe length. Large permeabili­
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ties also increase the strength of the heat pipe by increasing the convective heat transfer. 
Porosity, specific heat and tortuosity do not cause significant changes in the length and the 
strength of the heat pipe.
The temperature distribution around the cannister is affected considerably by some of 
the parameters. Large permeabilities reduce the temperatures in the near region around 
the cannister and eliminate the dry out region surrounding the cannister. Two phase 
conditions exist up to the bore hole wall, which remains at or near 100°C. Temperature 
profiles are slightly changed by the specific heat and porosity during the initial stages of the 
transient, but become unaffected after one year. Tortuosity does not affect the temperature 
distribution in the repository.
Some of the matrix parameters shift the heat pipe region towards the cannister. An 
increase in permeability shifts the heat pipe region and the condensation point towards the 
cannister. Changes in porosity, specific heat and tortuosity do not shift the heat pipe region 
or condensation point.
Sensitivity analysis showed significance of the parametric effect on convective heat trans­
fer in the heat pipe region. The heat flow is mainly due to convection through the fracture 
in all cases. Matrix permeability is the most sensitive parameter that influences the convec­
tive heat transfer in a fractured medium. The maximum convective effect was found for the 
highest permeability, due to the application of a heat source. Nusselt numbers reveal the 
dominance of convection over conduction. Thermal conductivity also effects the convective 
heat transfer, but it is not as significant as matrix permeability. Other parameters do not 
have much effect on the type of heat transfer mechanism in the fracture and the matrix.
Results of the matrix modeling can be expressed in terms of the energy transport and
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mass conservation equations. Different matrix properties tested have different effects on the 
mass and energy equations.
Referring to equation 3.1, the basic mass and energy balance equations are expressed as 
shown below.
[  M W  dv = [  F M  ■hdT + /  9<a> dv (4.32)
dt Jvn Jrn Jvn
fpn 'hdT represents the surface flux and ^  f v  dv represent the mass rate of
change in the above equation.
The heat flux term shown below consists of conductive and convective heat transfer 
effects, respectively.
F* = [ - K  X7T} + [hf F? +h? F? +h” F” +hag F*] (4.33)
The mass flux in each phase is given by
F w p = - k  P0 X (ph) (VP0 -  P 0  9) -  Dva P 0  v x j j 1' (4.34)
M/3
/3 = /, g represent the liquid and gas phases in the above equations.
The heat accumulation term consists of rock and fluid properties and is given by
=  (1 -  <j>) P R  C r T  + (j){SlPlUl +  SgP gU g)  (4.35)
The parameters in the heat flux term and the parameters in the heat accumulation term 
influence the heat pipe performance in different ways. The parameters in the flux term 
are the absolute permeability(k), the relative permeabilities(fcr/g) the viscosities(^), the
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den sities^ ) and the pressure gradients(V-f/3)- The parameters in the heat accumulation 
term are the porosity, the heat capacity and the rock density.
The effect of the heat accumulation term is on the transient. It is only important for the 
manner in which the thermodynamic equilibrium is established. Once the equilibrium is 
reached, the time derivative disappears so that the results remain unchanged. Simulations 
were done for different porosities at 51 days and one year. The temperatures at 51 days for 
various porosities showed some differences. The equilibrium is not established at this time. 
The temperatures at one year did not differ for various porosities used for the simulations. 
The equilibrium was achieved by the end of one year so that the parametric effect is vanished 
at this time. The specific heat produced similar results. The effect of these two parameters 
on the heat pipe performance after equilibrium is minimal.
The flux terms in the above equations affect the heat pipe performance in a totally dif­
ferent way. The flux terms affect the final steady state. An increase in absolute permeability 
produces an increase in mass flux. This increases the convective heat transfer. Thermal 
conductivity also produces changes in heat flux. An increase in thermal conductivity in­
creases the heat flux for a given temperature gradient. This is responsible for the reduced 
temperatures in the region near the waste package for the higher thermal conductivities 
tested. Tortuosity is also a flux parameter, but its effect is negligible.
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EFFECT OF MASS INJECTION
5.1 INJECTION OF COLD WATER
Simulations were carried out to study the effect of liquid water injection on the performance 
of the heat pipe region in a repository. This would examine the effect of fracture flow toward 
the canister from some unspecified source. The reference values for the fracture and the 
matrix were used in all simulations. Water is injected in the fracture near the boundary 
away from the heat source. The permeability of the boundary element is made very small so 
that there is no liquid flow across the boundary and all the water flows in towards the heat 
source. The injection rates applied were 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, and 1.0 kg/s respectively. 
These rates correspond to some liquid velocities at the bore hole wall. These applied fluxes 
are also translated into some liquid velocities at the heat pipe region at a distance of 2.03 
m from the cannister center line. The applied fluxes, the velocities at the bore hole wall 
and at the heat pipe region, and the pressure gradients to develop these velocities are given 
in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1
Qw
(kg/s)
Vw,b
(m/s)
vw,h
(m/s)
(£ )»
(kg /m 2s2)
( &
(kg /m 2s2)
0.05 7.2 x 10~4 9.6 X 10“ 5 0.56 X 105 .75 x 104
0.10 1.4 x 10" 3 1.9 x 10~4 1.13 X 105 1.5 x 104
0.20 2.9 X 10“ 3 3.8 X 10" 4 2.25 x 105 3.0 x 104
0.50 7.2 x 10“ 3 9.6 x 10" 4 5.63 x 105 7.5 X 104
1.0 1.4 x 10" 2 1.9 X 10" 3 11.2 x 105 15 x 10“
In table 5.1, qw, VWib, Vw<h, and represent the applied liquid flux, the liquid
velocity at the bore hole wall, the liquid velocity at the heat pipe region, the pressure gradi­
ent at the bore hole, and the pressure gradient at the heat pipe respectively. Temperatures 
at selected distances for different injection rates are given in table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2
Run
#
Qw
(kg/s)
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 2.02 m 2.33 m 2.69 m
1 0.0 229.0 136.2 116.7 100.2 99.88 97.5
2 0.05 229.4 136.6 117.2 101.3 100.9 97.2
3 0.10 229.6 136.9 117.6 102.4 102.0 97.0
4 0.20 228.9 136.3 117.2 104.8 104.1 96.7
5 0.50 230.3 137.6 119.4 112.4 104.1 96.1
6 1.0 233.5 145.8 128.4 111.7 103.6 95.5
6 8
The above results were compared with the simulation in which there is no liquid injection. 
The heat pipe region exists for the simulation in which the liquid injection is zero. The 
bore hole wall temperature decreases slightly with the increase in the injection rates. The 
length of the heat pipe remains unchanged as the flux is increased, but higher temperatures 
are obtained in the heat pipe region and other points.
As the water injection rate is further increased, the heat pipe effect starts decreasing. 
The heat pipe length becomes smaller with the increase in injection rates, but the effect 
is gradual. The heat pipe region vanishes for qw > 0.50 kg/s. This flux corresponds to 
liquid velocities of 7.2 x 10-3  m /s  and 9.6 x 10-4  m /s  at the bore hole wall and the heat 
pipe region respectively. Velocity, absolute permeability, dynamic viscosity and pressure 
gradient are related through the following equation.
H dx
For water, the ratio ~ is 1.28 x 10-8  so that the liquid velocity can be expressed by
Vw = 1.28 X 1 0 - £  dx
To achieve the above large velocities, very high pressure gradients are required. This situ­
ation may not arise in a practical case, which means the injection of liquid will not have a 
significant effect on the heat pipe performance. Fig.5(a) shows all the temperature profiles 
at 1 year for different injection rates. From this graph, the gradual decrease of the heat 
pipe region with the increase in flow rates is easily understood.
(5.1)
(5.2)
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5.2 INJECTION OF AIR
The injection of air simulates the effect of air flow through a fracture system driven by 
pressure differential between the emplacement tunnel and the external environment. Air 
injection has the same effect as that of the liquid injection on the performance of the heat 
pipe. The air injection rate in kg/s is denoted by qa. The applied fluxes were 0.0001, 0.0002, 
0.0003, 0.0004 and 0.0005 kg/s  respectively. The applied flux, the corresponding velocities 
at the bore hole wall and the heat pipe region, and the necessary pressure gradients to 
develop these velocities are given in table 5.3. Va,b, Va,h, , and represent the
air velocity at the bore hole wall, air velocity at the heat pipe region, pressure gradient at 
the bore hole and the pressure gradient at the heat pipe region at a distance of 2.03 m from 
the cannister center line respectively.
Table 5.3
Qa
(kg/s)
VaJ,
(m/s)
va,h
(m/s)
(£ )»
(kg /m 2s2 (kg/m?s2)
.0001 1.2 x 10~3 1.6 x 10“ 4 .20 X 104 .27 X 103
.0002 2.4 x 10~3 3.2 x 10~4 .40 X 104 .54 x 103
.0003 3.6 x 10" 3 4.9 x 10~4 .60 X 10“ .81 x 103
.0004 4.8 x 10~3 6.5 x 10~4 .80 x 104 1.08 x 103
.0005 6.0 x 10"3 8.2 x 10"4 1.0 x 104 1.35 x 103
The heat pipe region exists for the case in which there is no mass injection. Temperatures 
at selected distances for different injection rates after 1 year are given in table 5.4 below.
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Table 5.4
Run
#
Qa
kg/s
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 2.02 m 2.33 m 2.69 m
1 0 229.0 136.2 116.7 100.2 99.88 97.5
2 .0001 229.6 136.8 117.5 102.0 101.6 99.1
3 .0002 229.2 136.6 117.3 103.7 103.2 99.0
4 .0003 228.7 136.0 117.0 105.3 104.7 96.8
5 .0004 228.5 135.8 116.8 107.0 105.0 96.7
6 .0005 229.0 136.2 117.0 108.5 105.0 96.8
Fig.5(b) shows all the temperature profiles at 1 year for different air injection rates. All the 
results are compared with the standard case in which there is no air injection. The increase 
in air flux weakens the heat pipe. The heat pipe disappears for qa > .0005 kg/s. Further 
increase in air injection does not alter the temperature or liquid saturation considerably. 
As in the case of liquid injection, the disappearance of the heat pipe is gradual. qa = .0005 
corresponds to air velocities of 6.1 X 10-3  m /s  and 8.2 x 10-4  m /s  at the bore hole wall and 
the heat pipe region respectively. For air, the ratio £ is 0.59 x 10-6  so that the air velocity 
can be expressed by the following equation.
Va = 0.59 x 10- £  (5.3)
High pressure gradients are required to develop the above velocities which is quite uncom­
mon in practical cases, so that the injection of air will not influence the heat pipe region in 
a repository.
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5.3 WITHDRAWAL OF AIR
The effect of air withdrawal is also tested for different withdrawal rates. Air is withdrawn 
from the bore hole wall. The same rates were used for both injection and the withdrawal. 
As the withdrawal rate increases, the temperature profile decreases. A withdrawal rate of
0.0002 kg/s  will cause the heat pipe effect to disappear. This withdrawal rate corresponds 
to an air velocity of 1.2 x 10-3  m/s at the bore hole wall and an air velocity of 1.6 x 10~4 m/s 
at the heat pipe region. Further increase in withdrawal reduces the temperature gradually. 
Table 5.5 gives the temperature distribution after 1 year for different withdrawal rates.
Table 5.5
Run
#
9a
kg/s
Temperature in °C at certain distances
.27 m 1.13 m 1.52 m 2.02 m 2.33 m 2.69 m
1 0 229.0 136.2 116.7 100.2 99.88 97.5
2 .0001 228.8 136.3 117.0 99.80 99.70 90.5
3 .0002 228.5 136.2 117.0 99.30 92.10 85.2
4 .0003 226.8 134.8 115.7 97.70 89.80 82.9
5 .0004 224.9 133.2 114.2 96.10 87.70 80.7
From table 5.5, it is clear that the temperature drops with the increase in withdrawal 
rate. The maximum pressure difference that can be achieved on a continuing basis with 
the air withdrawal is the atmospheric pressure. The maximum pressure gradient obtained 
in this case is not large enough to produce the high velocities calculated above. This again 
indicates that the withdrawal of air through the bore hole will not change the heat pipe 
phenomenon in a repository.
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The effect of mass injection is not very important on the performance of the heat pipe 
in a repository. The injection of liquid water at the boundary reduces the heat pipe effect 
gradually. The heat pipe effect is completely vanished for a liquid injection rate of .05 kg/s. 
A dry out condition always exists in the near field and is independent of the injection rate. 
This injection rate of .05 kg/s corresponds to a liquid velocity of 7.2 x 10~3m /s  at the bore 
hole wall. A very high pressure gradient is required to achieve this high velocity. In the case 
of air injection, the flux needed to change the heat pipe performance requires high velocities 
and large pressure gradients. These are very difficult to achieve in practical cases.
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C h ap ter 6
FRACTURE-M ATRIX  
EQUILIBRIUM
Equilibrium between the fracture and the rock matrix in a repository is important in several 
ways. The development of the effective continuum approximation is based on the fracture- 
matrix equilibrium. In a fractured medium, the fracture and the matrix are not always 
in equilibrium. In any case, some time is required for the fracture and the matrix to 
be in the thermodynamic equilibrium after the emplacement of nuclear waste cannisters 
in a repository. The parameters and conditions that may effect the final equilibrium are 
discussed in detail in this section. The equilibrium between the fracture and the outermost 
layer of the matrix is always considered to check the equilibrium between the fracture and 
the matrix. If they are in equilibrium, the entire matrix is considered to be in equilibrium 
with the fracture.
Permeability, thermal conductivity, porosity, specific heat and tortuosity may have some 
effect in the equilibrium. The most important parameters are the matrix permeability and
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the matrix thermal conductivity. The time required for the fracture-matrix equilibrium 
varies with the permeability and the thermal conductivity.
Permeability is the most important parameter that influences the fracture-matrix equi­
librium. Large permeabilities reduce the time required for the equilibrium considerably. A 
large permeability provides an easy mean for the transport of heat and liquid so that the 
equilibrium is achieved very quickly. In the case of small permeabilities, the interaction 
between the tight matrix and the fracture is very slow so that considerable time is needed 
for the fracture-matrix equilibrium.
Table 6.1 compares the time needed for the fracture and the matrix to be equilibrium 
at a distance of .97 meters from the center line of the cannister. This point corresponds to 
element #9  which is a common point in the heat pipe region for different permeabilities. 
The matrix is divided into three layers namely layer 1, layer 2 and layer 3. The distance 
from the fracture to the matrix increases with layer 1, layer 2 and layer 3 respectively. If the 
fracture and layer 3 are in equilibrium, then the entire matrix will be in equilibrium with 
the fracture. Pcj  — Pc,m3 represent the capillary pressure difference between the fracture 
and the outermost matrix layer(layer 3). As the permeability increases, this equilibrium 
time is reduced considerably.
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Table 6.1
km Time Capillary pressure in different regions (Pa)
(m2) (days) Fracture layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 ( P c j  P c ,m 3)
3.2 x 10"18 51 .24 x 106 .25 x 106 .28 x 106 .39 X 109 .15 x 106
175 .50 x 109 .50 X 109 .50 X 109 .35 X 10® .465 x 109
265 .50 x 109 .50 x 109 .50 X 109 .50 X 109 0
3.2 x IQ"17 51 .85 x 106 .86 x 106 .87 x 106 .92 X 106 .07 x 106
w 95 .50 x 109 .50 x 109 .50 x 109 .50 x 109 0
3.2 x 10"16 51 .107 x 107 .107 x 107 .107 X 107 .108 x 107 .10 x 105
65 .111 X 107 .111 X 107 .111 x 107 .111 x 107 0
3.2 x 10"15 39 .109 x 107 .109 x 107 .109 x 107 .109 x 107 0
Table 6.1 shows how the equilibrium time changes with matrix permeability. (Pcj  — 
Pc,m3 ) = 0 means the equilibrium between the fracture and layer 3 and this indicates the 
fracture-matrix equilibrium. The minimum permeability of 3.2 x 10“ 18 m 2 needed 265 days 
for the fracture-matrix equilibrium. The maximum permeability of 3.2 x 10-15 m 2 required 
just 39 days for the equilibrium at the same point in the heat pipe region. This shows the 
significance of the permeability.
Thermal conductivity also affects the equilibrium time. The equilibrium time for the 
thermal conductivity was also compared at a common point in the heat pipe region(.97 
m). Higher thermal conductivities require less time to achieve equilibrium compared to 
the smaller thermal conductivities. Compared to the permeability, thermal conductivity 
produced only minor changes in equilibrium time. For higher thermal conductivities, the
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temperature in the near region around the cannister decreases. A maximum temperature 
of 138 °C was observed at the bore hole wall for the maximum thermal conductivity of 
2.09 used for the simulations. The corresponding temperature for the minimum thermal 
conductivity of 1.16 was 211 °C.
The time required for the fracture-matrix equilibrium does not vary with change in the 
porosity. Specific heat and tortuosity also do not affect the equilibrium time.
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C h ap ter  7
CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The mathematical modeling of the heat pipe effect produced by a thermal source in fractured 
porous media generated some very interesting results. The issues focused in this study 
include the effect of fracture and matrix properties on the behavior of the heat pipe, the 
importance of convective heat transfer over conductive heat transfer in heat pipe region, 
the effect of mass injection and mass withdrawal on heat pipe, and the factors affecting the 
fracture-matrix equilibrium.
The fracture parameters namely the permeability, the thermal conductivity, the specific 
heat, the porosity, and the tortuosity do not change the heat pipe performance, but the 
mobility of the liquid in the fracture changes the heat pipe performance very significantly. 
This was previously shown by [Pruess et al., 1990]. For the mobile case, the heat pipe region 
is extended up to the heat source and the near region surrounding the cannister remains in 
a two phase condition. This increases the mass transport and brings the moisture into the
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vicinity of the cannister. The type of relative permeability and capillary pressure functions 
in the fracture do not change the results either in the mobile case or in the immobile case. 
The key issue here is the mobility or the immobility of the liquid in the fracture.
Some of the matrix properties influence the heat pipe phenomenon in the repository. 
Matrix permeability and matrix thermal conductivity are the two most important proper­
ties. Larger permeabilities increase the heat pipe length and extend the the heat pipe region 
up to the bore hole wall, producing two phase conditions in the region surrounding the bore 
hole wall with temperatures remaining at the boiling temperature which is near 100 °C. 
A dry out condition is not achieved in this case. An increase in thermal conductivity also 
reduces the temperatures and shifts the heat pipe region towards the cannister. The matrix 
specific heat, the porosity, and the tortuosity do not have considerable effect on the heat 
pipe region.
Convection is a measure of the strength of the heat pipe. A heat pipe is said to be 
stronger if the convection dominates over the conduction in the heat pipe region. The net 
flow of heat in the matrix is towards the cannister. The net flow of heat in the fracture is 
due to the convection and it is always away from the cannister. The net flow of heat in the 
overall system is away from the heat source. For higher permeabilities, strong convective 
effects are observed and the mass transfer is increased.
Injection of water and air through the boundary towards the cannister produced the 
gradual disappearance of the heat pipe with increasing flux. These fluxes correspond to 
high velocities at the bore hole wall and at the heat pipe region. High pressure gradients 
are required to develop these velocities and this is probably not achievable in practical cases. 
The withdrawal of air from the bore hole wall produced the sudden disappearance of the
heat pipe, but again this flux requires a high pressure gradient to develop the corresponding 
velocity. This situation is very difficult to achieve in normal cases.
An equilibrium between the fracture and the matrix is developed some time after the 
emplacement of the cannisters. The most important parameters affecting the equilibrium 
are the absolute permeability and the thermal conductivity of the matrix. Large perme­
abilities provide an easy means for the transport of the heat and the liquid and reduce 
the equilibrium time. An increase in thermal conductivity reduces the time needed for the 
fracture-matrix equilibrium. The porosity, the specific heat and the tortuosity do not affect 
the equilibrium time.
Future work can be done in several areas. The capillary pressure and relative perme­
ability functions for the fracture are not fully available at present. These parameters do 
change the flow pattern significantly. The presence of expected vertical fractures are not 
accounted in this work.
The present work is done for one-dimensional radial configuration. The existing model 
can be extended to a large scale by developing a 3-dimensional model. The heat pipe may 
provide a mechanism for the contaminant transport under favourable conditions. It will be 
very interesting to observe the effect of the heat pipe on the movement of the contaminant 
and other radioactive particles.
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